Option A/B*

BALLISTIC VESTS

CZ 4M RAPTOR 2.0
MODULAR BALLISTIC SYSTEM
CZ 4M RAPTOR 2.0 is a unique modular system for the most demanding combat or special
operations. As a compact modular system it is designed especially for operators of special
and emergency units.
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* Option A is the same as Option B,
but without ballistic sides.

BALLISTIC VESTS
The RAPTOR 2.0 meets the requirements for a
lightweight and highly mobile plate carrier. It can
be changed to tactical body armor protection
with additional equipmnet. The level of protection
is modularly selectable according to the type of
unit, the function of the wearer in a team or the
current situation. The configuration of the CZ 4M
RAPTOR 2.0 system is possible in minutes.
The vest can be completed with an MTB® tactical
ballistic belt and a set of FBS® tigh protectors.
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- quick release system ensures reliable vest
disintegration even in full configuration
- HCP® neck protector allows to use with a
helmet
2
- 3-piece groin protector suitable for use in the
vehicle
- lower back protector
- compatible with MTB® tactical ballistic belt
- compatible with the 25x30 front and back hard
plates and 20x15 side hard plates
- ballistic protected area in full configuration in
size L 0.79m2
1. Quick release system
2. Two types of exchangeable
side parts
3. Hinged front and rear collar
4. Anatomic shoulder protectors
5. 3D Ventilation liner
6. 3-piece groin protection
7. exchangeable front platform
platform

Ballistic protection,
fragment and stab resistance

Area, weight and type
of ballistic protection

NIJ STD 0101.04 or 06
Level IIIA + panel Level IV ICW.
or Level IV StandAlone
STANAG 2920 with
resistance V50 up to 550m/s
HOSDB KR1/SP1 (E1-24J)

L-XL - Variant A - 0,21 m2 - 1,16 Kg - TN 560
L-XL - Variant C - 0,49 m2 - 2,70 Kg - TN 560
L-XL - Variant E - 0,78 m2 - 4,30 Kg - TN 560
2 x 0,07 m2 - 2,4 Kg - Level IV
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Weight of textile

Colour

Size

L-XL - Variant A - 1,33 Kg
L-XL - Variant C - 2,10 Kg
L-XL - Variant F - 2,35 Kg

Black
0XOWLFDP
FDE
Vz. 95 Forest
Multicam black

S-M
L-XL
XXL-XXXL

